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Abstract: Biomarkers are important in the study of the prodromal period of psychosis because they can help to identify individuals at greatest risk for future psychotic illness and provide insights into disease mechanism underlying neurodevelopmental abnormalities. The biomarker abnormalities can then be targeted with treatment, with an aim toward prevention or mitigation of disease. The human startle paradigm has been used in translational studies of psychopathology including psychotic illness to assess preattentive information processing for over 50 years. In one of the largest studies to date in clinical high risk (CHR) for psychosis participants, we aimed to evaluate startle indices as biomarkers of risk along with the role of age, sex, treatment, and substance use in this population of high risk individuals.

Methods: Startle response reactivity, latency, and prepulse inhibition (PPI) were assessed in 543 CHR and 218 Normal Comparison (NC) participants between the ages of 12 and 35.
INTRODUCTION

A better understanding of the early stages of psychosis along with biomarkers linked to psychosis risk can lead to better treatments that target the mechanism of disease and perhaps alter the course of illness. The human startle paradigm is a well-studied translational biomarker with potential utility to better understand early psychopathological processes in the development of psychosis. Relatively few studies have reported on startle reactivity or prepulse inhibition (PPI) in participants at clinical high risk (CHR) for psychosis (1–5). One of the first studies by Quednow et al. (4) found reduced PPI in CHR (N = 52), consistent with findings in unmedicated first-episode patients with schizophrenia (N = 18). PPI deficits were also observed by Ziemans (5) who reported stable PPI deficits in CHR participants (N = 44), as did De Koning (1) who found reduced PPI in a small sample of CHR participants (N = 14) compared to normal comparison (NC) participants. More recently, Togay et al. (2) reported that (N = 29) CHR participants had reduced PPI deficits relative to NC and familial high-risk participants. Cadenhead (3) did not find PPI deficits in CHR (N = 89) compared to NC but did find significant sex, medication, cannabis and tobacco effects on startle measures. A small sample of CHR participants (N = 6) who later converted to psychosis in the Cadenhead study had greater PPI than both NC and CHR participants who did not convert to psychosis by 2 year follow-up. Importantly, a significant positive correlation between PPI and age was found in CHR participants in the Cadenhead study that was not present in NC, revealing possible neurodevelopmental differences in the early psychosis population (3).

PPI is an index of sensorimotor gating and is used to understand brain disorders that are characterized by gating deficits such as schizophrenia (6). PPI is stable with repeated testing (7–9) and has good within and between site reliability (10). PPI and other startle indices such as latency and magnitude of the startle response are also heritable (11, 12), suggesting the utility of startle measures as candidate biomarkers to better understand psychosis risk (13–15). A forebrain/pontine circuit has been identified in animal models that modulates PPI (16, 17). Neurotransmitters including dopamine, serotonin, and glutamate are central to this modulatory circuitry, and it is possible to use a variety of pharmacologic interventions (eg, amphetamine, apomorphine, phencyclidine, or ketamine) to disrupt PPI (18). Developmental models such as isolation rearing used to understand neurodevelopmental disorders such as schizophrenia can induce PPI deficits (19). Similarly, chronic pubertal cannabinoid administration during development in rats can also induce PPI deficits in adult animals after maturation (20) an interesting model for the possible epigenetic effects of cannabis in vulnerable CHR individuals.

The human startle paradigm was included in the second phase of the North American Prodrome Longitudinal Studies (NAPLS2) consortium to evaluate startle reactivity, latency, and PPI in participants at CHR for psychosis (N = 543) and non-psychiatric comparison participants (NC; N = 218). Given the mixed findings in previous CHR studies that could be accounted for by variables such as sex, age, drug or medication effects, another aim was to investigate group differences while further examining the role of these variables on startle measures (3). Finally, since the utility of startle measures in predicting risk for conversion to psychosis has not been assessed in an adequately powered sample, a final aim was to determine whether startle measures have utility as biomarkers of psychosis risk.

METHODS

Participants

Startle magnitude (reactivity), latency, and PPI were assessed in 543 individuals at CHR for psychosis and 218 NC participants.
between the ages of 12 and 35 who participated in the NAPLS2 study (21). All eight sites used similar recruitment methods, and all participants were discussed as part of weekly consensus meetings to assure reliability across sites. All eight NAPLS sites received approval by institutional review boards. Written informed consent was obtained from all adult participants and parents/guardians of minors.

**Assessment**

The Structured Interview for Psychosis-Risk Syndromes (SIPS) (22) and Structured Interview for DSM-IV Axis I were used to establish diagnostic criteria. The Alcohol and Drug Use Scale (AUS/DUS) (23) was used to assess history of drug or tobacco use. CHR participants all fulfilled the Criteria of Psychosis-Risk Syndromes (COPS) from the Structured Interview for Psychosis-Risk Syndromes (SIPS) (22). NC did not meet criteria for DSM-IV Axis I, meet CHR criteria or report a family history of psychosis. Exclusion criteria included hearing impairment, serious head injury, or current substance misuse.

**Human Acoustic Startle Paradigm**

Identical procedures and equipment were used at the nine NAPLS sites. Procedure manuals were developed and implemented across sites (10).

All research participants receive screening for hearing impairment (>45 dB 1000 Hz) prior to startle testing. Smoking was allowed up to 30 min prior to testing on the startle paradigm to avoid nicotine intoxication or withdrawal effects. We used a startle-stimulus generating program (Grace Design Model m902 Amplifier and Neurobehavioral Systems Presentation software) developed by UCSD at each site. We calibrated the sound at all sites with Quest 210 Sound Level Meters and assured 70 dB background noise and 115 dB for extended length startle bursts by adjusting the Amplifier. All sites used the same Biosemi systems (Biosemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Starle response was measured with EMG recording by electrodes (Ag/AgCl) placed at the outer canthus and below the right eye assuring resistances less than 10 kΩ (3). Headphones (TDH-39P) were used to present the startle stimuli binaurally. A background noise of 70 dB [A] and startle pulses (115 dB [A], 40 ms noise burst) were presented either alone or following a prepulse (86 dB [A], 20 ms noise burst) presented at interstimulus intervals (ISI) of 30, 60, or 120 ms. The paradigm includes a 5-min acclimation followed by five pulse alone stimuli (Block 1) then 30 trials that included six trials each of the three prepulse conditions and 12 pulse alone conditions presented in a fixed, pseudorandom order (Block 2). Then 5 more pulse alone stimuli (Block 3) were presented at the end of the paradigm for a total of 40 trials. Finally, EMG analysis was performed with Brain Vision Analyzer (Cortech Solutions, Wilmington, NC) after using a high-pass filter of 28 Hz at 12 dB/Oct. The waveform was then smoothed using a 40-Hz 24 dB/Oct low-pass filter. All trials were screened for errors. Startle data was wave-form averaged for each trial type within each block, baseline corrected and rectified. The highest point between 30 and 120 ms relative to baseline after onset of startle stimulus was defined as the peak startle response, or startle magnitude. Participants with a relative lack of startle response (<5 microvolts) to the second block of pulse alone stimuli were excluded from latency and PPI analyses per established methods (3). The following were examined: 1) reactivity, or the mean magnitude of startle response to pulse alone stimuli in blocks 1–3; 2) startle peak latency to the point of greatest magnitude for pulse alone and prepulse conditions in blocks 1 and 2; and 3) prepulse inhibition (PPI) in block 2. The latter measure was computed as a percentage [(startle magnitude to pulse alone – startle magnitude to prepulse + pulse conditions)/startle magnitude to pulse alone] × 100]. We previously established that the startle parameters are reliable between NAPLS sites (10).

**Statistics**

SPSS version 26 (IBM, Armonk, NY) was used for statistical analyses. The analyses of reactivity, latency, and PPI were initially conducted assessing group, site, and demographic factors (e.g., sex and age) that are known to affect startle variables using repeated measures ANOVAs (3). Given the association between startle magnitude and peak startle latency (24), startle magnitude was used as a covariate in latency analyses. If assumption of sphericity was violated, Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon corrections were used to adjust degrees of freedom, and no results were altered. Follow-up analyses assessed effects of psychotropics, cannabis, and tobacco on startle measures given previous findings in the literature (3). Antipsychotic as well as stimulant treatment effects were analyzed in separate analyses in the CHR participants. To better understand all significant interaction effects (e.g., smoking, cannabis, group, sex, ISI, medication) on startle reactivity, latency or PPI, ANOVAs were used to deconstruct the omnibus analyses. Analyses to examine risk for psychosis in the CHR sample were then performed comparing CHR participants who developed a psychotic episode to those who did not within 1 year from the time of startle testing. Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC, equivalent to Harrell’s c-statistic) was used to test the ability of the model to correctly distinguish between psychotic outcomes (discrimination performance).

**RESULTS**

**Clinical Assessment and Demographics**

The sample included 543 CHR and 218 NC participants (Table 1). There were significant differences in age but no group differences in sex distribution between NC and CHR participants. Therefore, age was included in analyses of experimental variables as a covariate. Given previous findings of sex differences in PPI (25, 26), sex was also used as a between subjects factor in analysis of startle measures. A greater percentage of CHR participants reported a history of tobacco and cannabis use. The CHR sample was more symptomatic per the SOPS and a greater percentage were prescribed stimulants and antipsychotics. Among the 543 CHR participants, 58 converted to psychosis within 1 year while 255 are known to have not converted to psychosis within this time period. Other CHR participants (N = 229, 42%) were either lost to follow-up or refused further participation prior to 1 year follow-up. There were no differences in age, sex distribution, cannabis use, tobacco
use, antipsychotic use or stimulant use between those CHR participants who later converted to psychosis versus those who did not.

Startle Magnitude

Pulse alone trial reactivity was analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA design with block (3 levels) as a within subject factor and group (2 levels—NC and CHR), sex and site as between subjects factors and age as a covariate. There were no significant age, group, or sex differences. There was a significant effect of block (F[2,8496] = 15.7, p<.001) due to habituation, or decrement in startle magnitude, across the session. There were also significant site effect (F[7,715] = 10.0, p<0.001) (Figure 1), site × block (F[4,715] = 8.9, p<0.001) and sex × block (F[2,715] = 5.7, p<0.005) effects. Females had greater startle magnitude in block 1 and less in block 3 accounting for this effect. The significant site and site × block effects are driven by site 4 having greater startle magnitude relative to all other sites and sites 1 and 6 having less startle magnitude relative to other sites (Figure 1). These site differences were most evident in block 1 when participants were first exposed to the loud, startling sounds. We have previously observed site differences in the same direction during a traveling subjects study that found good within and between site reliability but site differences in only startle magnitude (10). We have therefore reviewed all methodologic variables that might affect the stimuli or measurement including the equipment and settings, calibration, ambient noise, electrical noise, location of electrodes, instructions to subjects, and testing environment. To assure the loudness of the startle stimuli was accurate and consistent across sites, a decibel meter was mailed to other sites. No equipment or methodological differences were identified across sites (10).

Cannabis and Tobacco Effects on Startle Magnitude

When lifetime cannabis and tobacco use were each added as between subjects’ factors, there was no main or interaction effects due to these variables.

Psychotropic Medication Effects on Startle Magnitude

To assess medication effects, both antipsychotic and stimulant treatment were added as between subjects’ factors in analyses of CHR subjects. There were no significant main effects of antipsychotics or stimulants on startle reactivity within the CHR group.

Startle Magnitude Prediction of Psychosis

The baseline startle reactivity of 58 CHR participants who developed a psychotic illness within 1 year was compared to that of CHR participants (N = 255) who had not developed psychosis by 1 year follow-up and NC participants. There were no conversion main or interaction effects.

Startle Magnitude Summary

There were no group, age, psychotropic medication, tobacco, cannabis or conversion differences in startle reactivity or habituation. There were significant site differences in startle magnitude that are similar to those found in a previous traveling subjects study despite identical methods and equipment (10).

Startle Latency

Startle latency to the first two blocks of startle pulse alone stimuli was analyzed using a repeated measures (block) ANOVA with group, sex and site as a between subjects’ factors with age and startle magnitude in block 2 as covariates. Startle magnitude was covaried given the correlation between startle magnitude and peak latency (24). There were no group, age, or site main effects but significant block (F[1,622] = 5.9, p<0.05) (block 1>block 2) and sex (F[1,622] = 6.7, p<0.01) (males > females) main effects as well as the expected significant startle magnitude effect (F[1,622] = 20.4, p<0.001) on startle latency and block × site × group interaction effects (F[7,622] = 2.2, p<0.05) (non-significant group differences that varied by block and site). In the prepulse latency conditions there were no significant main effects for group, age, site or sex but there were significant ISI effects (F[2,910] = 5.8, p<0.01).

Cannabis and Tobacco Effects on Startle Latency

When cannabis and tobacco use were added as between subjects’ factors, there was a significant cannabis effect in both the pulse alone (F[1,550] = 8.6, p<0.005) and the prepulse latency

**TABLE 1 | Participant Characteristics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CHR (n = 543)</th>
<th>NC (n = 218)</th>
<th>Test Statistic t or Chi²</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male%</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (SD)</td>
<td>18.7 (4.4)</td>
<td>19.8 (4.9)</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco%</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cannabis%</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulant%</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antipsychotic%</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPS (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>11.5 (4.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (3.0)</td>
<td>−35.5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>11.4 (5.9)</td>
<td>2.3 (3.4)</td>
<td>−25.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganized</td>
<td>4.8 (3.1)</td>
<td>0.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>−23.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>9.0 (4.2)</td>
<td>1.3 (2.2)</td>
<td>−32.9</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1 |** The figure shows startle magnitude to pulse alone stimuli across the three blocks of the startle session across all 8 sites. There were significant site effects despite equivalent equipment, calibration, and methods across sites.
conditions with those individuals with a history of cannabis use showing faster startle latencies relative to those who had never smoked cannabis (Figure 2). In addition, there was a significant sex × group × cannabis effect (F[1,559] = 4.9, p < 0.05) in the prepulse latency analysis. When males and females were analyzed separately, the significant cannabis (F[1,235] = 7.1, p < 0.01) effects were only present in female participants accounting for the cannabis × group (F[1,235] = 6.4, p < 0.05) effect. There were no main or interaction effects for tobacco in either the pulse alone or prepulse latency conditions.

Psychotropic Medication Effects on Startle Latency

There were no significant group effects of antipsychotics or stimulants on startle latency in CHR participants.

Prediction of Psychotic Risk and Startle Latency

When CHR participants who later converted to psychosis were compared to CHR participants who did not convert to psychosis within 1 year and NC participants, there was a trend group effect in the pulse alone trials (F[2,459] = 3.7, p = 0.056) due to longer startle latencies in CHR participants who later converted to psychosis versus those who did not convert to psychosis within 1 year (p < 0.05, post hoc analysis) (Figure 2). There was also a significant Block × Sex × Conversion interaction effect (F[2,459] = 3.9, p < 0.05) because the significant group differences were present in block 2 (F[2,458] = 4.6, p < 0.01, post hoc LCD conversion vs. non-conversion p < 0.005) and present only in females (F[2,210] = 4.7, p < 0.01). There were no significant main group or interaction effects in the prepulse latency conditions. AUCs were generated in females and males separately using block 2 pulse alone latency as well as P1 (unusual thought content) from the SOPS, a positive symptom domain found to predict conversion to psychosis in CHR participants and included in the NAPLS Psychosis Risk Calculator (27, 28). In male participants, P1 was more predictive of later conversion to psychosis (AUC 0.69) compared to startle latency (AUC 0.54) while the opposite was true in female participants where startle latency was more predictive (AUC 0.65) compared to P1 (AUC 0.55) (Figure 3). Comparisons of AUC between males and females for each of the variables showed trends that were short of significant (startle latency: z = −1.5, p = 0.1; P1: z = 1.9, p = 0.06).

Summary of Startle Latency Findings

There were no overall CHR vs. NC group effects in startle latency but the CHR participants who later converted to psychosis had significantly slower (i.e. greater) startle latency compared to those CHR participants who did not convert to psychosis within 1 year. This conversion group difference was most prominent in the second block of pulse alone stimuli and in females. In contrast, a history of cannabis use was associated with faster (i.e. shorter) latencies and this effect was driven primarily by female participants.

Prepulse Inhibition

An omnibus ANOVA with ISI (3 levels: 30, 60, 120 ms) as a within subjects’ factor; group, site and sex as between subjects factors and age as a covariate was performed. No significant site or group effects were observed but there were significant ISI (F[2,1254] = 56.74, p < 0.001, increased PPI with larger ISI), age (F[1,627] = 21.16, p < 0.01; greater PPI with increasing age) and ISI × age (F[2,1254] = 5.23, p < 0.01) effects and a trend group effect for sex (F[1,627] = 3.28, p < 0.08; males had greater PPI than females).

Prepulse Inhibition and Age

To examine the significant age and age × ISI effects on PPI, Pearson Correlations between age and each of the three PPI conditions were performed in both CHR and NC participants. There were significant correlations with age in all PPI conditions but this was driven by the CHR and not the NC participants (Table 2). Interestingly, it was the CHR sample who later converted to psychosis who had the greatest correlations with age. Figure 4 illustrates the correlations in the NC, CHR converters, and non-converters in the 30-ms ISI condition.

![Figure 2](https://example.com/figure2.png)

**FIGURE 2** | (A) shows startle latency to pulse alone and prepulse trials in CHR individuals who later converted to psychosis, those who did not convert to psychosis within 1 year and NC participants. CHR participants who later converted to psychosis had longer startle latency in the block 2 pulse alone condition compared to those who did not convert. (B) shows that Cannabis users had shorter startle latencies compared to non-users across all groups. *p < 0.05.
Cannabis and Tobacco Effects on Prepulse Inhibition
The effects of cannabis and tobacco on PPI were analyzed using a repeated-measures ANOVA with cannabis use and tobacco smoking as between subjects factors in separate analyses. There were no main effects for cannabis use but the previously observed significant sex effect was no longer present in the cannabis analysis, and a significant cannabis × group interaction was present $F[1,555] = 4.23, p<0.05$, suggesting that sex differences in PPI may in part be accounted for by substance use in this sample as was previously observed by Cadenhead (3). The cannabis users and non-users were analyzed separately to further understand the cannabis × group interaction effect. There were no significant group or interaction effects in either the cannabis users or non-users but there were trend differences (CHR>NC in cannabis users and NC>CHR in non-users) in the opposite directions as shown in Figure 5. Similarly, when CHR and NC groups were analyzed separately, there were no significant cannabis main effects in the NC participants but in the CHR sample there was a trend toward cannabis users having greater PPI relative to cannabis non-users ($F[1,403] = 3.55, p = 0.06$). There were no significant main effects for tobacco but there was a significant sex × tobacco interaction ($F[1,625] = 4.0, p<0.05$) that was accounted for by a trend in the females ($F[1,268] = 3.58, p = 0.06$) having less PPI in smokers versus non-smokers while the male smokers and non-smokers did not differ.

Psychotropic Medication Effects on Startle PPI
There were no significant effects of antipsychotics or stimulants on startle PPI within the CHR participants.

Prepulse Inhibition and Risk of Future Psychosis
The baseline PPI data for CHR participants who later transitioned to psychosis was compared to that of CHR participants who had not developed psychosis by 1 year follow-up and NC. There were no significant conversion main or interaction effects.

Prepulse Inhibition Summary
In summary, the expected ISI effects on PPI were observed as well as a replication of an age effect we have observed previously (3) that was driven by greater PPI with increased age in the CHR sample that was greatest in those who later converted to psychosis. There was a trend toward sex effects and no group differences. Finally, there were no clear effects of psychotropic medication on PPI but there was a significant effect of cannabis on PPI in the CHR sample with cannabis smokers having greater PPI. Also, of interest is the fact that the normal sex effects on PPI (M>F) were no longer present when cannabis use history was added to the analysis.

DISCUSSION
This is one of the largest datasets of CHR participants with startle data who are known to have converted to psychosis after shorter term follow-up. Detailed analyses demonstrate evidence of group differences in startle measures linked to psychotic conversion and complex interactions between startle measures, age, sex, and exposure to cannabis and tobacco in early psychosis.

Startle Reactivity
In this sample we did not observe significant group differences in startle magnitude or a relationship to tobacco, cannabis, or psychotropic medication. Previous animal and human literature has been mixed in regards to nicotine (29–37), antipsychotics (38, 39) and stimulant effects (40–42) on startle magnitude. Cadenhead (3) previously reported greater startle magnitude in an early psychosis sample who used cannabis but this finding was not observed in the current sample. The significant site effect for startle magnitude was found previously in a traveling subjects study (10). After extensive investigation, no methodological or equipment differences were identified that accounted for the site differences (10).

![FIGURE 3](image-url)

**FIGURE 3** | The figure shows AUC for female (A) and male (B) CHR participants since the significant conversion effects on startle latency were present in the females but not males. Startle latency (PA lat_t1) was more predictive of later conversion in females (AUC = 0.65) than males (AUC = 0.54) while P1, a measure of unusual thought content from the SIPS (P1_SOPSBL) was more predictive of later psychosis in males (AUC = 0.69) than in females (AUC = 0.55) but both were short of statistical significance.
**Startle Latency**

This is the first study to show greater startle latency in CHR participants who later convert to psychosis. This result is only present in females, in whom startle latency is more predictive of later psychosis than PI (unusual thought content) from the SOPS that is most predictive of psychosis in the CHR sample as a whole (27, 28). It is therefore possible that startle latency represents a biomarker of psychosis risk in female CHR participants but this finding clearly needs replication, ideally in a sample that is followed for greater than 1 year since up to 1/3 of future psychotic conversions occur after 2 years (43). Hasenkamp et al. (12) have reported longer startle latencies in patients with schizophrenia compared to NC participants. In addition, startle latency is highly heritable and linked to the neuregulin gene (NRG1) (44). Interestingly, female transgenic mice that overexpress NRG1 have more anxiety in behavioral tasks suggesting some sex differences related to expression of NRG1 (45). Startle latency is an index of neural processing speed. Slower latency is associated with worse cognitive performance (46), which is also associated with risk for psychotic conversion (47). The mechanism by which startle latency may be increased in schizophrenia and CHR participants who later convert to psychosis is unknown but substances such as nicotine have been shown to increase startle latency, most likely by causing dopamine release in the striatum (48). In the current study, tobacco use did not appear to be related to startle latency but increased dopamine release in CHR individuals on the verge of psychosis could account for this finding. Preclinical work indicates that latency is prolonged under conditions of increased dopamine stimulation (49, 50). In addition, a history of cannabis use was associated with shorter startle latencies in the current sample but most prominently in CHR males and NC females. It is unclear why cannabis users would have shorter latencies relative to non-users or by what mechanism this might occur.

**Prepulse Inhibition**

Although we did not find group differences in PPI as noted in some (1, 2, 4, 5), but not all (3) CHR studies, we did find a

---

**TABLE 2 |** Age was associated with PPI using Pearson correlations in participants from the NAPLS2 study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age &amp; ISI</th>
<th>All Participants (N = 687)</th>
<th>Normal Comparison Participants (n = 197)</th>
<th>All CHR Participants (n = 490)</th>
<th>CHR Non-conversion, 1 year (n = 230)</th>
<th>CHR Conversion (n = 51)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30 ms ISI PPI x age</td>
<td>0.20**</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.26**</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.28*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 ms ISI PPI x age</td>
<td>0.16**</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.21**</td>
<td>0.25**</td>
<td>0.29*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 ms ISI PPI x age</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12*</td>
<td>0.14*</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When groups are separated, the significant correlations are evident only in the CHR groups but not the NC participants, with the largest correlations in those CHR participants who later converted to psychosis. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.

**FIGURE 4 |** The figure shows a scatter plot of the significant age correlations with PPI in CHR converters, non-converters and NC participants. There were significant correlations within the CHR but not the NC participants. The CHR participants who converted to psychosis had the largest correlations with age.
significant age effect in CHR participants that Cadenhead (3) previously reported in a sample of CHR and first episode psychosis participants. In the current sample of teenagers and young adults, the significant age correlations were only present in the CHR sample but not NC participants. PPI is typically at a mature level by puberty (51), so the current replication of age effects in a CHR population suggests that the development of PPI is delayed in adolescents at risk for psychotic illness, consistent with neurodevelopmental abnormalities contributing to the emergence of psychosis. The positive correlations were greatest in those CHR participants who later converted to psychosis, suggesting evidence of neurodevelopmental immaturity or lag in the development of inhibitory circuitry in CHR participants. PPI age effects have been reported in older subject groups and show an inverse relationship with age (52, 53) in contrast to positive correlations noted in the young early psychosis population.

There was no evidence that PPI was associated with conversion to psychosis in the sample of 58 CHR participants who later converted to psychosis. The only other study to investigate conversion to psychosis was Cadenhead (3) who reported that a small sample of CHR participants (N = 6) who later converted to psychosis had greater PPI than both NC and CHR participants who did not convert to psychosis by 1 year. These findings are in contrast to the significant PPI deficits observed in patients with schizophrenia and their biological relatives (54).

Finally, there were no clear effects of psychotropic medication (55) or tobacco use on PPI as has been previously reported (56), but there was a significant effect of cannabis on PPI in the CHR sample with cannabis smokers having greater PPI. Also, of interest is the fact that the normal sex effects on PPI (M>F) were no longer present when cannabis use history was added to the analysis. There was also an interesting cannabis × group interaction due to opposite trends in cannabis users versus non-users. CHR participants who used cannabis had greater PPI relative to NC participants while non-users showed the opposite trend (>PPI in NC vs. CHR). Cadenhead (3) previously reported greater PPI in early psychosis participants who had a history of cannabis use and is in line with the finding of shorter starter latency being associated with cannabis use. The PPI paradigm has been used in translational studies of exogenous cannabinoids including cannabidiol (CBD) (57–59). Because many of the biochemical, physiological, and behavioral effects of CB1 receptor agonists can be reversed with CBD, recent studies have explored the possible role of cannabinoids in the treatment of psychosis (60). It is therefore possible that changes in the endocannabinoid system induced by cannabis use are reflected in PPI. Unfortunately the dosing or composition (THC to CBD ratio) of cannabis used was not controlled or assessed in this study although participants were not intoxicated at the time of startle testing.

Caveats and Conclusions
Startle latency represents a potential biomarker of risk for psychosis but this finding needs to be replicated. PPI is likely sensitive to neurodevelopmental abnormalities given that it has now been found to be associated with age in early psychosis patients across two large studies (3) when no such association is evident in a NC sample. Finally, startle parameters (latency and PPI) are paradoxically faster (latency) and show greater inhibition (PPI) in participants who have a history of cannabis use, and this finding is most prominent in early psychosis and

![FIGURE 5](image-url)
female participants. Given that the PPI finding is a replication, this suggests that there is still much to learn about the complex interaction between psychosis risk, sex, and epigenetic risk factors such as cannabis.
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